
POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS AT L.A. AIRPORT, Part One
by Sherman H. Skolnick 7/4/02

From time to time, details will be added to this series of stories, as they develop.

Two witnesses, useful for Israeli intelligence, were assassinated at Los Angeles
International Airport. This occurred on America's Independence Day near the ticket
counter of theState of Israel's airline, El Al.

Some background.

===A serious, if not violent, split has occurred in The Mossad, Israel's intelligence
agency. Some want to continue the reality required to finance the tiny nation that
perceives itself surrounded by mortal enemies who want to destroy Israel. In the early
1990s, when Israel, as persistently happens, was short of funds, they did what comes
natural. They blackmailed Daddy Bush, at the time U.S. President. They knew about his
treasonous arrangement to put the Reagan/Bush ticket, ahead of incumbent Jimmy
Carter, into office in 1980. Called "The October Surprise", witnessed by Israeli
intelligence in a Paris suburb, it involved Daddy Bush's treacherous dealings with Iran to
delay release of the 52 U.S. Embassy hostages. Bush the Elder coughed up with a grant
of 20 Billion Dollars for Israel.

Blackmailing Bush, Jr., currently the occupant and resident of the White House, installed
by a "Gang of Five" on the U.S. Supreme Court, is another reality event for Israel.
Because of the fighting with the Palestinians, Israel's once booming tourist trade has
come to an end. Twisting the arm of both Daddy Bush and Junior is one way of coming
up with the money for Israel's survival, including finances for their military defense.

===Shortly after 9-11, Black Tuesday, we posted a controversial story, not at the time
well understood or received, that Israeli intelligence supplied the Bush White House with
accurate prior data of what was to become the attack on lower Manhattan and the
Pentagon. Supported by a split off faction of the aristocracy and a Fascist element in the
U.S. Military, Bushfraud, as we call him, did not want to know. Daddy Bush was in
charge of the prior knowledge situation. Among other tell-tale happenings, thanks to
Daddy Bush, there was a U.S. Military stand-down on that bloody morning. Military
airplanes were grounded.

===The Mossad, split by internal struggles, has documented details showing treason at
the highest level of the U.S. Government. One Mossad faction wants to continue getting
big funds from the White House by blackmail. An opposing faction, wants to expose,
once and for all, Bushfraud as a traitor to the American Republic.

Some of these cross currents in Israeli viewpoints were evident in a public access Cable
TV Program we did some years ago. We were interviewing an Israeli official, then
stationed in Chicago. Deputy Consul-General of Israel. "Should Reagan as President
have been impeached for high crimes, such as Iran-Contra?" He responded, "If I
answer, your State Department will have me thrown out of the country tomorrow
morning." I added, "Thank you Mr. Deputy Consul-General, YOU HAVE ANSWERED."



He went on to point out, "Israel has no legal basis or wish to seek to enforce YOUR
country's laws, within the United States. That is for YOUR Justice Department to seek to
enforce YOUR country's laws within YOUR country."

===Among the undisputed details compiled apparently by The Mossad. On Black
Tuesday, Daddy Bush was at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel [(202) 835-0500, (800) 241-3333] in
Washington, D.C. Present were other officials of the Elder Bush's business circle,
Carlyle Group, including top honcho Frank Carlucci. They were negotiating a treasonous
business deal, to the detriment of the American Republic, with one of Osama bin
Laden's brothers. As also known, that hotel is a center for negotiations between Israel
weapons merchants and the Red Chinese Secret Police. Remember another one of
Osama's brothers, who headed the bin Laden Business Family Fortune, was an oil firm
partner with George W. Bush. That bin Laden was snuffed out by a weird airplane event,
some contending it was foul play in Texas.

Daddy Bush falsely contended he and his wife were elsewhere in the U.S. and could not
return to the capital because all air traffic was grounded after the 9-11 tragedies. The
Mossad has compiled substantial data how the FBI favored some 24 bin Laden Family
members resident in the U.S. who are in one form or another in business with the Bush
Crime Family. While air traffic was stopped, the FBI nevertheless arranged after Black
Tuesday by airplane to whisk the bin Ladens out of the U.S. That way, the bin Ladens,
who are NOT on the outs with Osama, could not be questioned, for example, about their
funding of joint projects of Harvard University with the American CIA, and how the bin
Ladens are tied to U.S. defense contractors and the Pentagon. All this, thanks to Daddy
Bush as the former head of America's secret political police.

So two witnesses, useful by The Mossad to expose the Bush Crime Family, have been
assassinated right in a public place. "Mayor James Hahn [of Los Angeles] said there
was no immediate indication that the shootings were connected to terrorism. 'It appears
this was an isolated incident', Hahn said." New York Times, July 4, 2002. Similar
statements were attributed to spokesmen for the FBI.

No, maybe it was not a terrorist attack. Just political assassinations carried out right in
front of the public, like the U.S. military/industrial complex conducted a public execution
of President Kennedy, blowing out his brains in an open car by military-style
triangulating sniper fire.

If the July 4th incident were "merely" a "terrorist" event, the oil-soaked, spy-riddled
monopoly press could not easily confirm that. It would damage the airlines and their
stock ownership and their bankers at a vulnerable period.

More coming. Stay tuned.

POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS AT L.A. AIRPORT, Part Two
by Sherman H. Skolnick 7/10/02

In analyzing shoot-ups with geopolitical/espionage overtones, political assassination



researchers have an advantage. They pose questions troubling to the Establishment,
the aristocracy, the "powers that be" , such as the following

[1] Did the background of the accused gunman suddenly show up in the oil-soaked, spy-
riddled monopoly press with all kinds of details? And was this to quickly prove to the
poorly-informed that the accused shooter was a disgruntled crackpot linked to no plot or
murder scheme or anybody? And that he was not a "terrorist"? And who in advance
already compiled that rapidly supplied background handed on a platter to the liars and
whores of the press? Was it America's secret political police, the FBI and the CIA?

[2] Did the early reports, never repeated in the U.S. media, point to a second gunman? If
such early reports were referred to by overseas or alternative media, well, then were
they quickly heckled as "unfounded"?

[3] Do the American lapdog newsfakers ever proceed to educate ordinary Americans
about political murders, from an historic perspective? If not, why not?

[4] Europeans, to their credit, often raise the issue of political murder. Why are the
American media so quick to whitewash strange events as always done by a "lone nut"?

[5] Do the American media ever raise the basic question about certain murders WHO
BENEFITS? What do the presslords fear? That the ordinary Americans come to realize
that bloody happenings are not always just random events? Are questions ever raised,
such as for example, as to how England seeks to take back this continent and how they
benefitted from the political assassination of three U.S. Presidents, since the War of
1812? [Presidents Abraham Lincoln, James Garfield, and William McKinley. See our
website series, "The Overthrow of the American Republic".]

The accused Egyptian, Hesham Mohamed Hadayet, ran a limousine service. Were the
local authorities going to allow just anyone to park their vehicle, as he did, opposite the
Los Angeles International Terminal and walk into the place? He had on a light short-
sleeved shirt which could NOT have concealed, from the trained security personnel, that
he suppposedly carried with him one automatic pistol, one gun, one six inch knife, and
two ammunition clips. Was the Egyptian wearing an El Al identification badge? Would El
Al be inclined to give such a person easily identified as an Egyptian, a security badge?

Those who know the history of murders, particularly political wipe-outs---which many
Americans are kept from knowing about---are aware that the use of a second team or
second assassin is part of the plot. Some examples.

===1933. Quickly described by the American monopoly press was the "lone nut" who
supposedly fired the FATAL shots, killing in Florida, Chicago Mayor Anton Cermak while
sitting next to President-Elect Franklin Delano Roosevelt. So, murder mystery buffs are
aware that the accurate, FATAL shooting (not just nearby shooting) was actually done
by an entire second team. The purposes included to scare Roosevelt into agreeing with
out-going President Herbert Hoover to close all the banks in a growing crisis. Roosevelt
said he would NOT take action until he was inaugurated. Secondly, Cermak ran in
Chicago an illegal booze business in competition with Al Capone and an Irish mob, a



three-way situation. The "lone nut" was grabbed, rapidly tried, and convicted, and
suffered the death penalty.

===1963. CIA-linked patsy, Lee Harvey Oswald, was the diversion for a highly-skilled
sniper team in Dallas that blew out the brains of President John F. Kennedy in an open
car. Used was military-style triangulating synchronized firing. A public execution to
benefit, among others, the military-industrial complex. [Now available from some online
book-sellers is the long-suppressed originally foreign published work, written for the
Kennedy Family by the French CIA, "Farewell America", by pen-name author "James
Hepburn". For more than 30 years banned from bookstore distribution in the U.S. This
writer and one other assassination researcher somehow were the only ones able to get
copies into the country. I used to give them away, when we had them, in return for small
donations following college lectures.]

A mafioso, originally from Chicago, Jack Ruby, wiped out Oswald, to get rid of
questioning the patsy.

===1968. A hypnotized purported nut, Sirhan Sirhan, was grabbed and blamed for the
murder of JFK's brother, Robert F. Kennedy. The local coroner in L.A. said the fatal
shots came from a gun about one inch away. Testimony showed that Sirhan was never
closer than eight feet to Bobby. The FATAL shots came from a little-noticed purported
hotel "security guard".

A Canadian journalist, Theodore Charach, was an eyewitness in the hotel pantry event.
He produced a film documentary entitled "The Second Gun". The history of that film
since 1974 was long and sad. To seek to discredit him, he was framed and sent to
prison on dope charges. A large entertainment firm bought the film rights and
suppressed distribution for a long time. At some assassination research seminars---set
up by Establishment marketing experts to test out whether the public really wants to
know such things---Charach was informed by the seminar conducters that if he showed
up, he would be jailed as a trespasser, since he was NOT invited. (I came close to being
jailed myself when I told the seminar bosses that I was arranging for Charach to be there
nevertheless.)

A highly-skilled criminologist was available for Sirhan's trial to give the history of the use
in murders of a second team or second gunman. Despite all that, the jury found Sirhan
guilty and he rots in prison, a used and abused patsy.

THE PURPOSES OF THE JULY 4th, 2002 SHOOTINGS ===The shot dead El Al ticket
counter clerk, Victoria Chen, was NOT just anybody. She was a close associate of
Chandra Levy, the disappeared or murdered young woman, near the same age as
Chen, who interwove with activities, among others, of the French CIA in combination
with some of their pals in The Mossad, Israeli intelligence. They were together part of a
team that included Monica Lewinsky. They were knowledgeable about the Bush Crime
Family (Monica with Bill Clinton, a little-known crony of the Bush Family.) [visit our
website series on the "Chandra Levy Affair".] That is Monica, Chandra, Victoria(some
spelled it Khen).



===Also shot dead near the ticket counter was a Russian diamond importer, Yaacov
Aminov. The Mossad contended that he somehow penetrated their activities as to the
Bush White House having been accurately informed in advance of the expected
violence against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. The Bush Crime Family,
interested in Central Asia oil deals,including Afghanistan as a pipeline conduit, did NOT
want to know or act on The Mossad's advance accurate warning. [Relating to this, I
wrote a story posted soon after Black Tuesday and was in the beginning heckled as a
"liar" as to this prior knowledge and warning to Bush.] The Mossad greatly suspected
that Aminov was a left-over reportedly of the Soviet Secret Police, the K.G.B. interfering
with The Mossad's activities, in many cases as renegades, in the U.S. Aminov was
reportedly spying on the way The Mossad was proceeding for various purposes to
blackmail the Bush Crime Family [See part one of this series.]

===A target right near the El Al ticket counter was Michal Valden, a grand-daughter of
Shimon Peres, the Israeli Foreign Minister. Early on, Peres was one of the first to
counter the FBI's conclusion that it was not a "terrorist" event. His grand-daughter
herself contacting, (surviving the assassination attempt where they got Victoria Chen); or
someone on behalf of Valden, must have contacted Peres rightaway as to what
happened.

A well-informed Israeli commentator, Barry Chamish, contends there are various
reasons why Peres' grand-daughter was a target, including a split in the Israeli
government and other reasons relating back to accusations that Peres orchestrated the
assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995 and ties to a French
connection. Some contend that Peres and others arranged for a "lone nut" to be blamed
for the Rabin murder. [chamish@netvision.net.il Also, his stories about LAX have been
posted on a popular website, www.rense.com Also raising the Peres issue but referring
to it as Peres' "daughter", has been David M. Bresnahan, [NewsWIthViews.com] who in
the past has helped break important stories.

The actual shooter and second gunman was a white, Caucasian, blonde hair, with a
pony tail, clearly NOT an Egyptian. (That is assuming that the Egyptian was a gunman
patsy as a diversion, rather than what seems to be, an unarmed patsy, shot dead like
Lee Harvey Oswald.) According to witnesses, mentioned primarily in early reports but
not repeated or in foreign press reports, the "pony tail" wore an El Al identification badge
and was identified by among others, those working at the right nearby Mexicana Air
Lines ticket counter. He took deliberate, not random, aim at Chandra Levy's close
associate working at the ticket counter, Victoria Chen. His shots, however, missed
Peres' grand-daughter right nearby.

The "pony tail" had five accomplices in the airport terminal who were apprehended by
the secret political police, the FBI, and have fallen into the Bureau's cover-up black hole
of history.

PURPOSES OF THE COVER-UP

===To conceal efforts by The Mossad that they gave accurate, prior warning data to the
Bush White House of the events that became 9-11, Black Tuesday. And that the Bush



White House, as supervised by Daddy Bush running the show, wanted the events to
take place. Why? For many poorly-informed Americans, outraged at the violence on
their homeland, willing now to scrap the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights to be
replaced by promises of "Homeland Security", like the Nazi Gestapo and the Soviet
K.G.B. Ordinary Americans, unfortunately, do not understand this horrible mindset of the
aristocracy, that foments wars and benefits from great financial debacles, like the Great
Depression.

In 2002, when Israel Prime Minister Ariel Sharon visited Bush, as the occupant and
resident of the White House, some contend that Bush insulted Sharon. Myseriously right
thereafter, came bubbling up to the surface the accusations of FBI agents, Phoenix and
Minneapolis, that their warnings to the FBI higher-ups about would-be terrorists planning
something to do with airplanes in the U.S. were ignored. Or, that the FBI Director and
the President deny having been warned. Some very well informed types contend that
the Arabs were NOT the principal players in Black Tuesday, just convenient throwaway
patsies.

===Another purpose of the cover-up, was to conceal the split in The Mossad that would
tend to come out and finger the treason of the Bush Crime Family. The FBI fears that
poking into the internal struggles in Israel and their intelligence agency would cause the
Israelis to retaliate and publicly surface more of the prior knowledge of the Bush Crime
Family as to Black Tuesday. In fact, FBI meddling in such matters would tend to unravel
a series of The Big Cover-Up Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi strongman and his private
business partnership with Daddy Bush. [See our website story, "The Secrets of Timothy
McVeigh".] And the Iraqi connection, implicating Daddy Bush to the bombings of the
federal building in Oklahoma City, April 19, 1995. And the Bush Crime Family in partners
with Colombian druglord Carlos Lehder. [Visit the "Chandra Levy Affair", Part Two.]

More coming. Stay tuned


